
InBocca Performance 
Case Study 

The Client 
InBocca Performance is a contemporary, experimental theatre company based in Northern 
Kentucky. They produce devised work, creating entirely new perspectives on stories both 
known and unknown. 

The Problem 
Caroline had a long-standing theatre company that produced shows with the youth in her 
area. She was ready for it to "grow up" by getting a new name - InBocca Performance - and 
wanted a website to match. Something that would keep her current audience interested and 
honor their history while showcasing their new direction. 

The Results 
The site was exactly what she wanted. She appreciated everything so much I was hired to do 
further marketing work. I focused on localized advertising and community building on social 
media. This turned into other enhancements several months after launch including ticketing 
integration. 
 
Caroline also did our super-cool "Content Volcano" to generate the initial copy. We research 
SEO relevant questions, interview her, transcribe and edit everything, and optimize it for the 
web. Everything in her "About Us" area was made with this method, plus a couple blog 
posts. 

The Process 

Research 

Caroline had a Twitter and Facebook page for her "old" company, Cliffview Players. She 
wanted a "living, breathing site" and pointed me to a couple theatre companies whose sites 
she liked.  She had some photos and videos she wanted to showcase on the site and needed 
a logo. 
 
She was currently working mainly with students in her community in Northern Kentucky, but 
saw potential for InBocca to have a strong audience in the Cincinnati fringe, greater 
Cincinnati area, and Shakespeare fest. She wanted to appeal to Cincinnati's more 



professional & repertory audience, and have professional actors be drawn to her company 
and its work based on the website. 

Design Theory 

The work InBocca does is dark and contemporary. I wanted the site to match. The theme we 
chose was "Typographic" by Dessign.net. I especially liked the menu font as well as the 
image-heavy abilities. She used the words "Clean" and "Bold" as part of her vision and we 
agreed this would give us a really nice start. 
 
I chose to keep everything black and white with red as the complement color to help it really 
pop and represent blood. They are called "InBocca" due to a phrase Italian actors say: "in 
bocca al lupo". It means "into the mouth of the wolf". The response is "Crepi il lupo" / "The 
wolf is going to die". I loved this - it really influenced my direction. Early in the process I put 
"We create work that is BWFW - By Wolves, For Wolves" as a fun little placeholder. Caroline 
loved it and it lives on the About Us page to this day. 

 
 

Homepage 

Caroline was already really active on social media, so I used TintUp to highlight that on her 
homepage. We discussed using these to fill her blog and direct traffic to her website, but she 
had encountered difficulty writing blogs herself and getting company members to do so. The 
things she says and shares on social are a great representation of the company and its 
views. Having those up front gives visitors a taste of InBocca's "personality". 
 
Screenshot next page. 

http://www.dessign.net/typographictheme/
http://www.dessign.net/typographictheme/


 

Information Architecture (IA) 

As theatre is a local endeavor and requires a live audience, we expected most people would 
find her site after seeing a show or hearing about the company. We expected them to want 
to audition, buy tickets, or see show media. With this in mind I kept the site very minimal in 
design. Clean and clear. The number of pages is very limited, there are no sub-menus, and 
ticket sales / email signup are the only thing on the homepage besides the social feed. 
 
I included internal links that would make sense to a visitor navigating the site. I also had 
mobile viewing at the front of my mind as her target was mainly under 30 years old. Those 
kids love their phones. 

Backend 

I laid a strong foundation on which she could easily manage her own site and do things like 
update audition information, link to ticket sales through a third party, and post blogs that 
would automatically feed to her social media when she was ready to tackle it. 
I created reference docs on how to do the aforementioned things and provided 
complementary training to help her feel more comfortable maintaining her site. 

Media 

I built her "The Past" page with the idea that, in the future, she would have more than one 
show per year. This design is built-in to the site and will look like the wireframe as more are 
added to each year. 



 
 
In reviewing the site to add to my portfolio, the responsive nature of the galleries for past 
work decided it was quitting its job. 
 

 
 



I fixed this free of charge as well as found a fix for embedding the Vimeo iFrame coding. 
Neat! 
 

 
 
There were also problems with the Tint widget on mobile. The overflow was not cutting off, 
but the project ran out of time before launch. I also fixed this as I feel it's the right thing to 
do. I take responsibility for my former clients and the work I do for them. 

The Takeaways 
● Find ways to better "future-proof" the site. 
● The way the homepage has the content lower was a new thing for me. Specifying it to 

be only on the home page was a new skill, too. 
● Some pages ended up text-heavy. Look for ways to use icons and pictures to quickly 

guide the eye to the right place and instill action. 



In Conclusion 
Caroline was extremely happy with the site and has continued to contact me with questions, 
ideas, or for more work.  
 

 


